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SUM teknik AB offers several concepts for training in automation 

technologies. Trainingkit Process Control enables the student 

to learn the basics of process control. There are 7 different sta-

tions available. They can be bought separately or in a basic pack-

age of 4 stations or in a full package with all 7 stations. In the 

package we supply a Siemens S7-1214 PLC as controller and we 

explain how to use it to control the different stations. Some of 

them use analogue outputs and some use digital transistor out-

puts with PWM-control. Various kinds of sensors are used 

(analogue laser, ultrasonic, pressure difference 

etc. as well some digital sensors).  
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There are several TrainingKits available. They 

are compatible with each other and can be 

combined to build systems etc. Every stations 

can also be bought as prebuilt stations. 

 

In Trainingkit Process Control there are a alu-

minium base plate and a bag including all mo-

dules needed for the different stations. Also 

PLC and powersupply are included. To be able 

to program the PLC and the HMI:s etc. we re-

commend the other TrainingKits (for instance 

TrainingKit Lite) as basic knowledge (the ba-

sics are not explained in the process control 

training materials).  

 

All stations include PLC (Siemens TIA-portal), 

HMI, analogue sensors and different ways of 

handling the actuators (some stations are used 

both by analogue outputs and digital outputs 

by PWM control). 

 

Highspeed counters, PID-control and much 

more are taught. 

 

The stations in the Basic Kit are: 

 Balance scale for cascade control 

 Temperature control station (light) 

 Level control by air station 

 Level control by water station (tank with 

level, pressure and flow) (additional pro-

cessvalve available as an option) 

 Speed control station (motor with enco-

der. 

The extra stations in the Full Kit are: 

 Positioning station (motor, screw, enco-

der etc.) 

 Balancing wave station (cascade control) 

 Extra processvalve for the level control 

by water station.  

 

 


